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Part Two: The First Design Phase 
 

The fonts on the early 300 series dials were 
marginally different to those that became the 
norm in the 500 series dials. In choosing to launch 
the Constellation as the flagship model of the 
brand, the company established complex 
guidelines for the production of the model to 
ensure quality control, consistency and continuity 
of appearance. One has to admit that their 
production ‘bible’ worked: the outstanding 
durability and collectibility of 300, 500 and 700 
series Constellations in particular is testament to 
that.    
 
The Omega Constellation dial livery underwent a 
gestation period prior to the emergence of the 
signature Pie Pan dials. All of the early dials were 
convex, the earliest of which appears opposite. 
The applied Omega symbol was present, but the 
Omega logo appeared on a cartouche as 
opposed to the later cast and applied symbol. The 
Constellation opposite left the factory in 1952 and 
bears the case number 2648.  
 

In the manufacture of what were mass-
produced watches, it was essential to have 
guidelines and procedures in place for all 
stages of production and assembly, including 
that for the livery of the dial.  These templates 
for manufacture represent both the intellectual 
property and the corporate memory of an 
organisation, and were the chief instrument of 
quality control. 
 
The early 352/354 series fonts, within certain 
margins, adhered to dial design templates. 
The fonts were not sans serif - translated 
means a font minus (French: sans) those little 
cross-lines on the extremities of letters called 
serifs.  
 
In examining early dials under a powerful 
magnifier, I found the uppercase font under 
the Omega symbol was more noticeably a 
serif font on many early dials, however the 
lower case Constellation script, generally, was, 
to use some rusty French, serif en partie, or 
serif-ish, and most are certainly not as serif as 
the 500 series models.   
 

Genuine 2782 calibre 354 series guilloche dial and standard script. Note the 
dots next to the intermediate indices (1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10 & 11). These are more 

difficult to reproduce accurately on any redial and are often missed by re-
diallers. On some dials the intermediate indices have a rectangular marks that 

are not sharply defined 

Photograph appearing in Omega – a Journey through Time 
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Arrow Head Marker Dials 1952 – 1962 – Representative of the First Design Phase 

Calibre 561 case 14902 Gold Top: Arrowhead marker dial – 
uncommon for a 561 

Calibre 354 case 2652 Guilloche dial Calibre 504 case 2943 solid gold 

Calibre 505 Grand Luxe. Case OT2930 
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As the Constellation brand became more firmly established, so did the consistency of the dial fonts. In the 
early stages of its life, from around 1952 – 1955, it appears that the variances were at their most obvious. The 
key variances are mentioned below, with the exception of one difference that will be explored in detail: 
  

• Variable print thicknesses of the lettering 
• The M in Automatic differed slightly to the M in Chronometre in many of the 300 and early 500 series, 

including some later calibre 564 models. 
• Varying degrees of serif font, particularly with the word Constellation 
• Some letter Cs in the word Constellation were more expansive than others and the C formed an 

awning over the O 
• The first letter N in the word Constellation wasn’t as plump and rounded as the second N  
• The Constellation script was very marginally larger in some dials 
• While the lettering in later Constellations was clearly of an embossed style, the lettering in early 300 

series models was only marginally raised from the dial 
• The kerning of the lettering on some dials showed minor variation 
• Both letter Ts in Constellation were crossed in 2648, 2652, 2699, 2700, and some 2782s and 2799s. 

 

Dial C for Confusion 

 

Just when one thinks a standard for lettering can be generalised across most of the 300 series up to the 2799, 
something comes along to challenge it. That something is no better explained than a dial in the watch 
collection of the Per Kristiansen who owns the following site: HTUhttp://30t2.com/page3/const_odlund.htmUTH. The 
dial is encased in an early 1950s case 2652-1 with a calibre 354 movement. The Constellation script appears 
below: 
 

 
While the upper-case script below the Omega symbol of this dial looks authentic and has a degree of serif 
font, there are numerous variances in the lower-case Constellation script when compared with other models 
from the period. The lettering has a touch of serif never-the-less, more noticeable in some letters than others.  
 
My first instinct was to note the slight misalignment of the star, the polished blunt arrowhead markers with a 
recess for luminous material but no radium visible to my eye ( It did exist however) and numerous other ‘flags’ 
and declare the dial refinished. But, not so fast, there are other dials with similar script, which, according to 
their owners, are original. 
 
The following contrastive analysis on two similar looking dials overleaf (example 1 and 2), both of which bear 
the 2652 case number and which were submitted by their owners during an on-line conversation on this 
subject. The third picture is also of a dial from case 2652. 
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What we can see is that the feature common to 
all dials is the crossed Ts, although there are a 
number of other quite significant font variances. 
 
Are these original dials that fell outside the 
specified livery of the majority of calibre 354 
Constellations? Or are the font variances 
enough to discount the above dials and declare 
them refinished?  That question can only be 
answered by examining the dial backs. If the dial 
backs do not show signs of the markers having 
been removed and replaced – either through the 
presence of acetate or signs of the original and 
standard hand-riveted marker pins having been 
removed and having been soldered back – then 
we must agree that they are original. 
 
The above test isn’t necessary on many crossed 
T dials because the signs of a refinished dial are 
so obvious that one does not need to go to the 
trouble of removing a dial from the movement to 
establish its bona fides. 
 

So, were there variations, such as sharp rather than rounded connections to letters and sharpish bottom loops 
to the Ls? The answer is yes. The picture above of this beautiful solid gold case 2562, calibre 354 with an 

Close-up of genuine Calibre 354 crossed T dial belonging to Tom Fulton, taken by Hilary Raye Bovay 

Case 2652solid gold, calibre 354 show crossed T’s in Constellation 
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undeniably original dial provided by Tom Fulton of New York supports the assertion that a number of early 
dials were made by different dial makers and the lettering varied. 

  
With the Tom Fulton example, a cluster of 
indicators aligned a little more convincingly than in 
the two previous examples, giving more credence 
to claims of originality in both examples 1 and 2 but 
not necessarily enough to avoid removal of the 
dials for inspection. I could not detect the presence 
of radium dots in the initial photographs and that 
worried me. 
 
Featuring a deluxe convex dial with solid gold 
arrowhead markers, everything is correct on this 
watch, including hands and dotted hour indices. 
Dating from 1955, it has the correct European 
‘Chronometre’ spelling of all early model 
Constellations.and has a beautiful patina on the 
dial, further supporting its provenance. 
 
Now, back to example 1 mentioned earlier. Per 
Kristiansen generously removed the dial from the 
watch in question and took the photographs of the 
dial back and front that appear opposite below. 
 

The picture of the dial back reveals that the 
markers were crimped and no evidence exists 
of re-gluing or re-soldering of the marker pins. 
The riveted marker pins have been brushed so 
as to eliminate the possibility of any tiny metal 
fragments entering the movement. This 
confirms to a very large degree that the dial has 
not been refinished. 
 
The JP marking on the back indicates the dial 
maker; the 21 indicates a quality control check 
and stamped numbers on the back cross 
reference to case numbers in parts manuals. 
 
In examining a larger picture of the dial 
opposite, a number of confirming features can 
be found. The dial surface finish is more easily 
seen; the radium dots are clearly visible, as are 
the more rounded markers on the intermediate 
indices where they coincide with the hour 
markers. As a contributor to an on-line Omega 
forum said “I do love a detective story”, and so 
do I because in the collecting field it’s often the 
only way we learn. 

 

Dial back of Example 1: Note the absence of glue or re-soldering of the crimped 
dial pins 

 2782 calibre 354 dated 1954 with rounded lettering and crossed T 
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It may pay to remember that most of the signature features on early Constellation dials are common to all 
models and that the variations are marginal in the larger scheme of things. The lack of Serif font is not a good 
indicator of originality, as most dials have some degree of serif-ness, either on the uppercase or lowercase 
script. Even some of the earliest constellations featured serif fonts. 
 
Key elements to examine are: the bearing of the Constellation star, the placement and print quality of the 
minute index, the colour of the script (such as gold or silver script with black dials in early 500 and later 
series), the state of the markers, consistency and balance of script and fonts within the parameters of 
known variations, wording within the parameters of known variations, signs of age such as dial patina, 
the correct alignment of cross-hairs, the presence of degraded luminous material, the unimpeded 

visibility of  ‘Swiss’ or ‘Swiss Made’ at six o’clock, the colour and finish of the dial within the known colour 
variations and finishes, and, the final deciding test if uncertainty prevails: inspection of the dial back for any 
signs of the markers having been removed. 
 
The sharp joins and loops are a genuine departure from the norm, and each dial should be assessed on its 
merits. The differences discussed above should be seen as different interpretations by dial makers. It would be 
even greater folly to generalise to other cases of the later fifties and early sixties, as the illustrations below 
show. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After having spent considerable time searching for a font description that matched the Omega fonts, I’ve been 
helped to the conclusion that the fonts appearing on Constellation dials were most probably custom designed 
for Omega. In various production runs over the years, dial characteristics varied only nominally in detail. Apart 
from the uncharacteristic differences detailed earlier, on occasions the kerning of the fonts was closer. 
However, in the main, the uppercase font below the Omega symbol and the lower case Constellation font 
generally remained consistent.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Calibre 504 From early 1960s 

Cal 504 from 1958 

Cal 505 from 1957 

Calibre 551 from 1960s 
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Ring-in or Real thing? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Take a look at the picture above and make an appraisal of the genuineness or otherwise of the dial. This 
Constellation is a rarer calibre 504 date model, of which only 25,000 pieces were made, and it looks very tidy.  
If you enlarge the picture you will find the ‘signature’ serifs on both the upper-case script below the applied 
symbol and Omega logo and also on the Constellation script.  Because serif fonts are very hard to replicate, 
many people may stop at that point and declare the dial authentic. As has been suggested earlier in this 
article, serif fonts increase the likelihood of authenticity because of the high degree of difficulty in replicating 
the unique Omega script. But the rule for determining originality demands that a cluster of indicators are 
reviewed before a watch or dial is declared authentic, and when one proceeds along those lines, an interesting 
picture emerges. 
 
The dial and markers are correct for this model and the date surround has rounded corners and slight peaks 
on the horizontal bars of the frame, a unique feature of this first Constellation date model. The minute and hour 
hands are slightly large for this dial, overhanging the pie pan facets when they should just touch the inner rim 
of the minute rack. Collector, ‘CR’, however, felt that something else was awry with the dial and circulated the 
above picture to several Constellation aficionados, including myself.  Between us, we determined that the dial 
was a refinished dial, but signalled, disturbingly, an advance in the rendering of such dials, particularly of dial 
script.  See if you can pick up the errors and then read overleaf the list of variances uncovered: 
 

• The star is slightly out of alignment and is not pointing directly to twelve o’clock;  

• The calendar script should have the same flat topped As as the As in the word Automatic; 

• The Constellation and calendar script should be closer to the star. They also appear slightly crooked; 
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• The automatic and chronometer script under the applied symbol and logo is not perfectly centred. It is 
positioned a little too much to the left; 

• The script below the applied symbol and logo fails the MOY test (A line should be able to be run from 
the centre of the first two strokes of the M in automatic, through the middle of O in chronometer and 
just a tad the right of the Y in officially). The MOY test generally applies to most crosshair and non-
crosshair dials; 

• In most genuine dials for calibre 504, and possibly all dials with Swiss made cases , the chronometre 
spelling is more the standard (as we shall see later);  

• The twelve minute marker on the minute rack is darker than the rest of the markers. 

• There are some variances in the distances of the minute markers from the edge of the pie pan facets. 
 
This is a very good re-dial.  Most refinished dials are nowhere near as good as this one. But the clincher was 
that CR spoke with the person (1) who sold him the watch, who revealed that he was told by the person (2) 
from whom he bought the watch that the dial was original.  Person (2) who claimed the watch was original 
slipped up when he provided a printout to his buyer – Person (1) - of the description of the watch by a well 
known on-line dealer. 
 

Some solid detective work by CR led 
to a Google cache of the original sales 
listing for the watch by an on-line 
dealer in 2001. And guess what?  
There was a picture of the original dial 
with the same serial and reference 
numbers as the watch under 
discussion. Somewhere between the 
time the watch was bought by the 
original purchaser and the on-selling of 
it to Person (2) who sold it to CR the 
dial was refinished. Opposite is a 
picture of the original. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The Second Design Phase 
 
The degree of consistency was elevated with the introduction of the calibre 551, Dial livery in all series 500  
models became solidly dependable thereafter, to such a degree that the characteristics detailed overleaf can 
be taken as the standard.  
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Note serifs (or cross-line 
finishing-off strokes) on the 

ends of all letters 

Note the half-crossed Ts 

Note the looped Ns 
with serif 

Note how the line 
from the T continues 
on the same plane as 

the E 

The I is dotted 

Note the parallel lines of all the 
rising strokes 

Enlarged photograph of Constellation script from an original calibre 505 De Luxe Dial - Case 2852/53 SC that became the standard for all 500 
series and some 700 series Constellations 

Close-up of script on Calibre 561 167.005 dial: Notice the cross-line finishing (serifs) on 
both the upper case and Constellation script.U Also note the signature curved A lettering,U 
the greater kerning of Automatic, moderate kerning of Chronometer and the distinctive M 

lettering 

Bevelled corners and multiple bevels of the 
date surround – a signature feature in post-

504 series Constellations 
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Variations on MOY 

Calibre 561in case 2852-2853SC. Rarer dial with ‘trenched’ minute 
rack, baguette hour markers and SWISS MADE at the base of the 

six o’clock marker 

Calibre 551 Case 14381 convex dial with thick faceted markers 

Rarer regency strip deluxe dial with onxy inlaid quarter hour markers and dagger 
hands. Calibre 505 

Earlier calibre 551 convex dial with solid gold baguette hour markers 

1963 calibre 561 Grand Luixe from a German brochure. Courtesy 
www.old-omegas.com 
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Variations on Date Surrounds. 

The standard style for date surrounds 
during Omega’s Phase Two design 
stage was, as mentioned, a multiple-
chamfered surround as shown on 
page 16.  However in the later 
monocoque cases, genuine dials with 
a different, albeit faceted dial surround 
appeared from time to time. These 
date surrounds are similar to those 
seen in many calibre 504 dials.  
Instead of the facets edging in towards 
the date ring, these later dials were 
faceted to create the impression of a 
peak edging towards the dial crystal. 

The dials are a normal variation and 
always appear in later Pie Pans. One 
way in which to tell if a later dial has 
been fitted to an earlier Constellation is 
through the detection of peaked date 
surrounds.   

Hands 

 

A variety of Daupine hands were produced for various Pie Pan and convex dials. Some hands were 
skeletonised, some were faceted, and others were fashioned to contain thin strips of luminescent material or 
black inserts to match the onyx inlays of the applied hour markers. It is virtually impossible to determine which 
factory specified hands went with specific dials, however there are a number of standards that can be applied: 
 

• Non-lumed Phase Two Pie Pan or convex dials or dials that contained no T reference beside the 
Swiss Made script at six o’clock will always have faceted hour and minute hands or inserts that match 
the inlay in the applied markets; 

• Dials without inlaid markers will have plain faceted hands; 

• Dials with inlaid markers usually have hands that have a black inlay in the hour and minute hands;  

• Dials with gold markers have gold hands; 

• Dials with rhodium markers have rhodium plate hands; 

• When there is one T beside the Swiss Made script at six o’clock, the hands will have luminescent 
inserts; 

• In some early post-1962 dials with only one T, both hands and markers will be lumed.  
 
 
A universal standard with hands is the comparative length of the minute and seconds hands in Pie Pan and 
convex dials. In all Constellations, the minute and second hand should just, marginally, over-reach the inner 
circumference of the minute index. Even with the stick hands in Constellations of the later 1960s this rule was 
applied.  Review the following reference pictures, all of which contain correct hands, to see the rule in practice. 
However with some domed dial examples produced in the Sixties this rule will not apply and hands go further 
into the minute index. 

Horizontal lines are 
faceted but go to a 
peak in the centre as 
opposed to being a 
concave facet 

Peaks of facets are in 
line with the edge of 
the flat plane 
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Some Reference Dials 

 

Calibre 551 Pie Pan
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Calibre 505 Arrowhead Markers  
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Calibre 561 Deluxe Piepan Dial 
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Calibre 561: Case 168.005 Stainless. Luminous hands. Piepan dial: sharp case and correct BF 8100/1080 
crown 
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Cal 561 Case 168 006/5 Dial and Case Convex Dial 
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The Third Phase 

 
The ultra-slim models of the 700 series 
introduced in the mid-1960s heralded 
the most significant change in dial livery 
since the inception of the model. They 
featured their own distinctive script and 
lettering and did not carry the gold 
Omega symbol.  
 
In 1969, Omega followed the example 
set with the ultra-slim models and 
changed the font on both the upper case 
lettering and the lower case 
Constellation script.  The integrated 
bracelet models powered by Calibre 751 
movements shown overleaf signalled 
this second departure from the original 
dial livery.  A change of font and 
organisation of script in what we will call 
the mainstream in-house models was 
part of a freshening up of the Omega 
Constellation to meet evolving fashion 
trends at the dawning of the 1970s.  

The key differences in the Constellation 
font were the removal of the serifs from 
the script on both the upper case and 
lower case lettering and the absence of 
the rounded Ns. In comparing the 
graphic above with earlier script, you 
can notice that the font changes were 
largely cosmetic and that similarities to 
earlier fonts are greater than the 
dissimilarities. The signature C remains, 
as do the half-crossed Ts. 
 
Some words were kerned, or stretched, 
to provide balance, such as the 
‘CHRONOMETER’ script, shown in 
examples on the following pages. The 
‘Omega’ font remained the same, but 
the other upper case lettering 
underneath it was not serif and echoed 
the preferences for greater font 
simplicity of the late 1960s and 1970s.  
 

Calibre 711, rarer Constellation with screw-in case167.021. Standard dial for early 700 
series. Note that the Constellation script is similar to later calibre 751 and 1000 series 

models 

Calibre 712 Solid Gold slim line model – one of numerous produced in the 
1960s and 70s. 
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The new dial designs reflected the 
chunkier and more contemporary 
designs of the cases, as did the hands 
and markers. The upgraded script paid 
homage to the original designs but 
reconfigured the wording and simply 
modernised the traditional fonts.  
 
Once again, there is no standard rule 
that can be applied to script placement 
on new case designs from 1969 
onwards. The earlier integrated bracelet 
models were fairly consistent, but as the 
1970s wore on, many script, rather than 
font, changes occurred. 
 
A number of variations were introduced 
to complement a wide variety of case 
and dial designs – from the later sleek 
and minimalist 712 series cases case 
and dial designs to the heavy integrated 
bracelet and hidden lug models.   
 
During the Swiss crisis, a number of 
departures from the normal rules 
occurred. Often, no reference to COSC 
status was made, as in some examples 
overleaf, and in some later models of 
Constellations it appears that Omega did 
not bother with testing Constellation 
movements to achieve COSC status. 
Thus many of the later 1000 series in-
house Constellations made no reference 
to official certification. 
 
A dial is a very important distinguishing 
feature of a vintage watch. It tells you 
much about the watch, its history, its 
quality and its status.  It also provides a 
good deal of detail, often minute, about 
the authenticity of the watch. 
 
In this article, emphasis is placed on dial 
script as opposed to the preponderance 
of dial styles released by Omega over 
the years.  Numerous convex and flat 
dials styles graced Constellations during 
the period of in-house manufacture, too 
many to feature in any one article. I 
believe, however, that, no matter the dial 
style, the most effective means of 

Calibre 751 C-Shaped Constellation with traditional script. Case 168.019 

New script: Calibre 751, 1969 integrated bracelet model, case168.0045 
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determining authenticity is through 
the methods covered in this article. 
 
Once authenticity of the dial has 
been established, it then becomes 
a matter of judgement and 
experience in establishing whether 
the dial matches the case and 
movement and is of the period. 
One way in which to establish if a 
particular style fits the watch in 
which it’s encased is to search the 
Internet for like examples. There 
are thousands of pictures of 
vintage Omega Constellations on 
the Internet and the chances of 
finding a match are quite good. The 
Omega database can also be of 
value in matching descriptions of 
dial styles to specific case numbers 
once authenticity of the dial has 
been established.  

Later Hand Styles 

 
Dauphine hands of varying sizes 
were the standard for most of the 
300 and 500 series Constellations, 
with the exception of the C-
Shaped designs.  
 
From the C-shape and calibre 751 
integrated bracelet models, index 
(or stick) hands of various designs 
graced a variety of dials and 
finishes, with one exception. Some 
C-Shapes had dauphine hands. 
Hands often featured cut-outs 
either as a decorative feature or as 
a recess to hold luminous material.  
 
The best means of determining 
hands are from reference pictures 
or books showing authentic 
models. The Omega database 
does not contain detailed 
descriptions of hands. On-line 
parts suppliers such as Jules Borel 
and Otto Frei have a wealth of 
information that can flow from 
case back numbers. 

Good reference example of new script in a Calibre 1001 Constellation. Can be generalised over 
a number of 1011, 1012 and 1021 models. Case back 166.063/168.048. 

Close-up example of the font style used for the Constellation script on post Calibre 751 dials. This 

dial is from a 1000 series C shaped cases and is not COSC certified. 


